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What’s being used? How much?
What’s not being used? 
Where is usage decreasing / increasing?
Usage patterns? 
Cost/use?




Skills, Software & Services
Keyboarding
MS Excel spreadsheet




Statistical services for usage data
Datasets
Vendor usage data 
Link resolver reports
Proxy server logs
Locally collected usage data
Other data provided by vendor 
ILS acquisitions and/or ERMS data
ILL data




Merge same type data from different vendors






“Time for meaningful analysis is 
compromised by the time just to gather 
and record the statistics.” Survey 
respondent
Baker, G. and Read, E. 2008. Vendor-supplied usage data for 








User Path to Full-Text –
Report of SFX Sources
Where do users come from when going 
through SFX to electronic full-text?
Licensed A&I services
Freely available databases (PubMed, Google 
Scholar)
Native interface or Metasearch
Aggregators that are sources (indexing) and 
targets (full-text)
Library catalog / E-journal A-Z list
SFX Sources
User Path to Full-Text –
Report of SFX “Clickthroughs”
SFX Clickthroughs viewed alongside 
Vendor Full-Text Downloads can show
How many full-text downloads are coming 
through the FindText service and how many 
through other means (searching within the 
database)
How embargos may be affecting users 
(clickthroughs to catalog search or document 
delivery)
SFX Clickthroughs
Path to Full Text Download
SFX Clickthroughs
Embargoed Titles
User Path to Full Text –
If Vendor Data is Not Available
Open Access Packages
Non-COUNTER packages
Backfiles
SFX Clickthroughs
Open Access Packages
SFX Clickthroughs
Backfiles
Questions?


